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Introduction: Studying Indonesian Media Worlds at the Intersections of Area and 
Cultural Studies 
 
Emma Baulch and Julian Millie 
 
This special issue presents a collection of articles that explore contemporary Indonesian 
media/politics. The articles were initially presented as papers at a 2011 workshop 
bringing together researchers interested in Indonesian media and entitled ‘Voices in 
Post Authoritarian Indonesia’. The workshop was part of the (ANU) Island Southeast 
Asia Centre’s series of annual workshops, under the name Intersections of Area-
Culture-Media Studies. The ‘Intersections’ series was inaugurated in 2010. 
 
When preparing this special edition, our discussions with the editorial board of the 
International Journal of Cultural Studies included a moment of simultaneous surprise 
and reflection, which we would like to use as a starting point for our introduction to the 
articles appearing herein. This occurred during communications about the number and 
length of the articles required for a special issue. The board’s representative stipulated 
that a specific number of articles were to be written by Indonesian scholars. The request 
surprised us. We had neither discussed nor anticipated ethnic or national quotas for 
authorial participation. But although the request caught us off guard, it also stimulated 
us to think about the two disciplinary terrains traversed in the articles to follow.  
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Some explanation is necessary as background to this: the writers of this introduction 
self-identify as area studies academics. We completed undergraduate studies in the 
disciplinary field known as Area Studies. Most of the undergraduate units we completed 
had the related goals of achieving competency in Indonesian language and culture. 
Since completing our undergraduate degrees, however, our disciplinary foci have 
developed in other directions: Cultural Studies (Baulch) and Anthropology (Millie). 
Nevertheless, many of our collegial reference points and academic conversations are 
located within the Area Studies community. In other words, we work frequently with 
scholars whose work is distinguished by a specialization in Indonesian particularities. 
Why were we surprised by the editor’s request? Because an ethnically plural workspace 
is an everyday reality for area studies scholars. Both of us are white Australians with 
European heritages, but during our undergraduate study, we were taught by 
Indonesians. In our research we rely on sources written in Indonesian by Indonesian 
academics whose work is exemplary for us. Both of us have collaborated and co-written 
with Indonesians. Researchers who provide peer support in our respective fields are 
often Indonesians. Against this background, the stipulation for Indonesian participation, 
we felt, was redundant. The ‘banality’ of cross-border sociability aspired to as a Cultural 
Studies virtue by Meaghan Morris (2010: 158), for example, is indeed a given that we, 
and many of our Indonesianist peers, take for granted. The ordinary sociability Morris 
aspires to is a reality of the area studies workplace, and in our experiences, it is not 
banal, but a rich, surprising unfolding of relationships requiring constant reorientation 
and adjustment by the people involved.  
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But the reaction we are expressing just now is disingenuous. There are good reasons 
for us to check our self-confidence here. In fact, the request from the editors of the IJCS 
reflects a substantial critique of Area Studies, and that critique has been produced 
largely from within the cultural studies project, a core precept of which is the unmasking 
of the power relations concealed within processes of cultural production. We would look 
foolish if we overlooked the fact that area studies is, for good reason, an object of 
inquiry for Cultural Studies research. The most celebrated example of this inquiry is 
Edward Said’s (1979) milestone analysis of area studies workers as subjects working 
unreflectively in the interests of colonial power.  
In a more recent critique, targeted more closely at Southeast Asian studies in its 
contemporary American forms, Bonura and Sears identify two challenges that motivate 
a call for a more critical scholarship on Southeast Asia. The first pertains to the 
reinvigoration of American area studies after September 11. Ethnography, religious 
studies, textual analyses and translation: these are practices that, in the American area 
studies context, could be placed at the service of military interests. The second 
challenge is presented by what they perceive as the historical marginalisation of 
Southeast Asians from the production of scholarship about Southeast Asia. How the 
discipline engages and assimilates scholarship by those hailing from the region is an 
important focus of their enquiry, and they argue for replacing ‘the claims to authoritative 
knowledge with a continuous reference to critical practices. This also involves 
relinquishing certain prejudices concerning the quality of scholarship and assumptions 
of objectivity that always set the informed scholar against the native informant’ (Bonura 
and Sears, 2007: 4).  
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It was doubtless these two concerns, and especially the latter, that motivated the 
request we received from the IJCS. After our initial surprise, we welcomed it as an 
appropriate problematisation that presented vantage points for what we are attempting 
here. It was open to us to publish the papers that follow below in an area studies 
journal. Had we done so, our introduction may simply have presented an argument for 
the value of cultural studies tools for developing an understanding of Indonesian media 
worlds. The choice to publish in IJCS, though, brought our project into a space primarily 
dedicated to cultural studies, and compelled us to engage with threats to our authority 
as area studies experts. Dealing with these threats has been a productive process 
because it has motivated us to continue a rarely heard but a necessary conversation 
between area studies and cultural studies. In what follows, we grapple with the 
question: What limitations does area studies place on the quest to understand 
contemporary Indonesian media/politics? And, how might area studies expand the utility 
of those cultural studies tools aimed at disassembling the power relations inherent to 
representation and signification? 
Area Studies and its legitimacy 
The argument we present in the following is this: Australia-based Indonesian area 
studies has a particular legitimacy that corresponds to Australia’s geo-political position 
relative to Indonesia, and political science has been the dominant disciplinary 
constituent of that legitimacy. This domination has had consequences, for despite its 
legitimacy, Australian area studies has prioritised formal political processes and 
structures as frames for viewing Indonesia. Furthermore, the study of culture and 
politics in Indonesia has been generally limited in its recourse to theorising possibilities. 
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As a result, and here we turn to the specific concerns of our workshop, area studies has 
not positioned us well for obtaining critical understanding of evolving practices of 
representation and media cultures in Indonesia. But first, what do we mean by area 
studies, and what is its legitimacy? 
Australia-based Indonesian Studies is a post-World War II phenomenon, and for this 
reason, is closely tied up with the increasing global influence of US-based scholarship 
about the region and about Indonesia in the second half of the twentieth century. As 
Robinson notes, the post-War evolution of Indonesian Studies in Australia reflected "a 
new awareness of Australia's place in the world, forged in the theatres of the Pacific 
War" (Robinson, 2009). This new awareness was reflected in Australian scholars’ 
enthusiasm in expanding their research interests into areas beyond those defined by 
colonial ties. The Australian government began to support research on those parts of 
the region that had not been British colonies, but had played important roles in 
Australia's involvement in the War. And the path to scholarly excellence no longer took 
scholars to the ‘mother country’ exclusively, as key founders of Indonesian studies 
received their training in the United States of America (Reid 2009). They encountered 
new ways of studying the region which were emerging from US-based research on 
Indonesian (and other regions). Social science frames grew in influence in Asian studies 
at the expense of long entrenched disciplines (philology, literary and textual studies). An 
example is the emergence of the study of peasant societies, a welcome development 
for Australian anthropologists studying Indonesian societies (Robinson, 2009).  
In order to understand the academic study of Indonesia in its Australian context, 
attention must be paid to the division of the university workplace into disciplinary 
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spaces. This division reveals two meanings of the term ‘Indonesian area studies’.  The 
first, narrower meaning, refers to the university departments  in which language 
teaching is the core task. The academics responsible for teaching Indonesian, apart 
from being skilled language teachers, usually hold expertise in one of a number of 
disciplines, in most cases literary studies, anthropology, linguistics, political science or 
history. Often, this is the domain in which ‘culture’ is taught to undergraduate students 
undertaking area studies degrees, or degrees with area studies components.  
The second meaning of Indonesian area studies refers to the larger academic 
community of scholars made up not only of workers from area studies narrowly defined, 
but also those with research specialisation in Indonesia who work in the non-area 
specific disciplines such as politics, history, anthropology, media studies and linguistics. 
In this larger Indonesian area studies community, political scientists have been 
dominant voices in comparison with their colleagues in ‘culture’. In Reid’s words (2009: 
68), the politics department has for several decades been the ‘pole of attraction’ for 
postgraduate research on Indonesia. This has much to do, we argue, with the 
pragmatics of Australia’s relationship with Indonesia, and the genesis of this relationship 
in a Cold War context. Australian universities are indispensable resources in the 
Commonwealth’s project of achieving mutually beneficial relations with Indonesia, and 
university programs are shaped accordingly. Political science gains ascendancy 
because its experts fill the need for comment and analysis about those ‘events on the 
ground’ that pertain to Indonesia’s ongoing stability and security.i 
The pragmatic orientation of Australian academic workers in the field of Indonesian 
politics has provided the basis for Indonesian Studies’ legitimacy. The scholarship we 
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are discussing has contributed to a distinctive achievement: the successful creation of 
what has generally been a positive and fruitful relationship between two countries close 
in location but highly distant in their historical trajectories and socio-cultural 
constitutions. Area studies scholarship has positively approached Indonesia as a 
partner in a relationship that has had to be practically beneficial.But this approach has 
been made via an empiricism that has become prevalent in Indonesia studies (Aspinall 
2012: 65-66). The empirical orientation of scholarship about political science has 
elevated the political dimensions of formal institutions (the courts, the legislature, the 
executive, the military, political parties and the media) above the cultural politics 
inherent to other areas of life and society. This is suspect because it relegates these 
other areas to something less than political.  
The methodology of Australian Indonesian studies has been shaped by the division of 
labour just described, which has created a bifurcated field in which the political science 
project has ceded expertise in ‘culture’ to the area studies department (narrowly 
defined), while the area studies academics’ focus on indigenous genres of culture has 
avoided serious consideration of their potential meanings for political life. The argument 
is not that scholars in the one field do not engage with the themes of the other, but that 
the division of expertise has had less than desirable effects on the larger Indonesian 
studies community’s capacity to see more deeply than the ever-shifting requirements of 
the present. Our cultural specialists have invested years of effort in the challenging task 
of acquiring skills for reading Indonesian performance and artistic genres, but have 
generally not thought about their work politically except in the frames cultivated by their 
political science colleagues. Our political scientists have no motivation for 
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understanding how cultural forms and symbolic repertoires conceal power relations that 
are crucial to understanding political lives. Observers of Indonesian politics have trouble 
proceeding beyond Cold War frames centrally concerned with matters of statehood, 
nationalism, economic development and, more recently, democratisation. As 
mentioned, these frames have been employed with limited recourse to theory, and 
presented as self-evident facts of political life. On the ‘culture’ side, experts have 
unquestioningly accepted the cultural categories that early thinkers in the field of cultural 
studies revolted against. In other words, the division strengthened the disciplinary 
boundaries that, as we argue later, cultural studies set itself against. 
Part of the problem lies in Indonesian Studies’ distancing from the kinds of critical 
traditions that might enable it to reflect on its own approaches and complicity with 
powerful knowledge-producing structures. This problem might not afflict Indonesian 
studies alone, and might well be a constant in many non-Western area studies. The 
texture of this problem emerges clearly if we make a comparison with Europe-oriented 
area studies departments. The majority of the scholars who teach in French or German 
departments have experienced lengthy engagement with European thinkers and 
intellectual traditions which in fact constitute core resources of the western intellectual 
project more broadly. Lecturers in French have in most cases researched or at least 
read Barthes, Foucault, Kristeva and Derrida. Their colleagues teaching German are 
familiar with Hegel, Marx, Benjamin and Habermas. Based on this, these area-studies 
scholars are centrally located in broad conversations with social sciences and 
humanities colleagues in non-area specific programs. They and their work are valued 
not only across the boundaries dividing the departments of European area studies, but 
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throughout the humanities and social sciences disciplines in general. This cannot be 
said for area studies academics in Indonesian studies. Ideas with the capacity to cross 
departmental borders have not been extracted from Indonesian traditions of theorising, 
and if academics of Indonesian abstractions worked hard to do so, they would risk being 
excluded from the conversations that bring European-studies colleagues together with 
their colleagues in humanities and social sciences more broadly. ii Generally speaking, 
then, area studies scholarship has rarely challenged political scientists to think in new 
ways about Indonesian political life.  
In the paragraphs to follow, we bring this account of Indonesian studies into contact with 
cultural studies, arguing that this meeting offers much for our understanding of 
Indonesian media cultures. This is not an argument that media and cultural theory can 
alone better equip us with an understanding of recent changes in Indonesia. We 
recognize the legitimacy of the disciplined empiricism we have just outlined. But at the 
same time, it seems that cultural studies can enable us to dismantle the disciplinary 
division described above, and to negate the theory-averse tendencies it has 
engendered, and to positively transform the contemporary dominance of a political 
science hitched to narrow conceptualisations of ‘proper’ democratic trajectories. 
Moving away from post-authoritarianism 
In May of 1998, Suharto resigned as president of the Republic of Indonesia, bringing 
down the curtain on an authoritarian regime, known as the ‘New Order’, which had 
effectively excluded political opposition for 31 years. Heavy-handed regulation of the 
content and infrastructure of Indonesian media had been a key element of the regime’s 
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‘success’ (Dhaikidae, 2003: 362-438; Farid, 2005: 5). Australian attempts to understand 
the epochal changes brought about in part by the end of the New Order have by and 
large been dominated by evaluations of the quality (and quantity) of Indonesian 
democracy, and the same appears in the body of scholarship on post-Suharto 
media/politics. This work is valuable because it largely addresses the extent to which 
Indonesian democracy is ‘working’, but therein lies its shortcomings. Krishna Sen 
articulates this problem in her exploratory introduction to Sen and Hill’s recent (2010) 
anthology Politics and the Media in Twenty-First Century Indonesia: Decade of 
Democracy. Sen acknowledges that the complexity of Indonesian media ecologies 
cannot be grasped through a research agenda geared towards measuring the success 
of Indonesian democracy. A confluence of technological and political developments give 
rise to such a diverse media environment that it is difficult to draw conclusions about the 
politics of ‘the media’ viewed as a single institution. For Sen, this difficulty is 
compounded by the absence of media theory concerning how media normally behave in 
post-authoritarian contexts (Sen, 2010: 5). The anthology reflects these concerns. Its 
empirical focus on issues such as ownership, state regulation, journalistic resistance 
and censorship makes it essential reading for scholars in the field. But the work does 
not extend to consideration of (for example) the changing relations between 
subjectivities and media forms, or the reshaping of publicness through emerging 
possibilities of mediation. Is the fact of post-authoritarianism so critical? Or does it 
simply reflect the primacy formal politics commands as the location where the really 
important things happen?  
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We aver that submitting media/politics to a post-authoritarian frame is a risky way of 
approaching Indonesian media in the twenty first century. The reason being, 
contemporary Indonesian media/politics cannot be seen as purely a product of 
Suharto's stepping down in 1998. There are other factors relatively unrelated to this 
event working to shape Indonesian media cultures. These factors include distinct 
contours of Indonesian media convergence about which more research is needed. For 
example, mobile telephones have experienced rapid mass uptake in recent years, 
leading to the creation of brand new worlds of publicity and mediation, as well as new 
images of citizenship and collective. But what happens when the popularisation of 
mobile, digital media coincides with that of ‘older’ (by Western standards) media, such 
as private television, as it has in Indonesia? Very little, if any, media theory considers 
the implications of this particular kind of convergence, let alone the implications of all of 
this for specifically Indonesian subjectivities. In other words, its social and political 
effects are far from self-evident. 
When thought of in this way, political analysis that relies on the self-evidence of social 
phenomena cannot provide us with the concepts we need to understand contemporary 
Indonesian realities, inflected as they are by the enormous transformation of Indonesian 
media worlds in recent years, transformations behind which media theory lags. It is 
precisely this gap that motivated the workshop at which the articles included here were 
initially presented. Our call for papers to that workshop may be understood as our way 
of reaching, however clumsily, for those concepts that will help us understand how 
meanings become attached to symbols, representation and communication in 
contemporary Indonesian media worlds. We sought to appropriate conceptual tools 
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from the broader, evolving file of cultural studies (an inquiry that looks behind the 
surfaces of media, representation and communication) into the space of area studies 
(where competency in the vernaculars that constitute media, representation and 
communication is a given). The request from the IJCS board about Indonesian 
participation spurred us to make deeper reflection about this disciplinary shift: What are 
the implications of moving our ‘Indonesian Studies’ project to a space dedicated to 
cultural studies? What new questions and conversations emerge? 
Working at an intersection 
As stated above, cultural studies is inherently critical of the knowledge economy of area 
studies. Cultural studies problematises the ways in which area studies recognises 
authority to speak on behalf of peoples, as well as the agendas that underpin its 
institutional structures.  Because of this (as Heryanto discusses in his afterword), 
cultural studies has provided an alluring orientation for those in Indonesia and Australia 
who feel they belong, in one way or other, to post-colonial contexts. These contexts 
appear as critical successors to area studies.  But does this mean area studies has 
been made redundant to international cultural studies projects? Can it still contribute to 
and play a role in them? We  argue that the recent past of Indonesian area studies 
suggests it will continue to make important contributions. 
 
The most significant potential area studies has is through the irreducible cross-cultural 
experience of language study. Prioritising the study of Indonesian is foundational in 
Australian pragmaticism towards Indonesia, but is also the human undertaking that 
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brings subjects into unavoidable contact with the vernacular realities of Indonesia in its 
contemporary forms. It is (ideally) a deliberate self-immersion in the mundanities of 
human sociability.  Cultural studies makes critical interventions into unequal knowledge-
producing structures, but it is area studies training that creates the intermediaries for 
whom vernaculars are given conditions of academic work. Without these intermediaries, 
international cultural studies knowledge about Indonesia would be blind to specific 
historical and political circumstances that are mediated through national and regional 
(provincial) languages. 
 
Ironically, in her reflection on the Inter-Asia Cultural Studies project, Meghan Morris 
idealises this mundane familiarity as an achievement.  According to Morris, that project 
distinguished itself from US-style professional academic networking by succeeding in 
‘creating common experience and thus shared “little” histories between people who 
begin as cultural strangers – even, sometimes, as historical antagonists’ (2010: 158). 
Morris describes something that closely resembles the reality of the academic 
workspace for many Indonesianists (minus, perhaps, the perception of strangerhood). 
Cross-border sociability, in other words, is not restricted to the particular cultural studies 
moment Morris describes. It also lies at the core of area studies methods, through the 
combination of classroom language acquisition and ‘in country’ experience – the latter a 
requisite for most Asian studies degrees that is enforced with ever greater seriousness.  
By comparison, cross-border sociability tends to be less institutionalized within cultural 
studies pedagogy, where it remains desultory and self-fashioned. 
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And although cultural studies is the platform that enables Indonesian scholars to 
challenge area studies’ conventional authority, it nevertheless offers limited incentives 
for them to write in Indonesian vernaculars. The repertoire is limited by the 
unconditional requirement of using English as linguistic medium. Furthermore, as Peter 
Jackson’s (2003: 19-25) summary of critiques of cultural studies indicates, cultural 
studies often appears as an epistemological hegemony in which theorising trajectories 
originate as one-way flows from within western institutions. For these reasons, cultural 
studies’ cross border sociability describes a one-way translation. Conversely, area 
studies methods idealise a reverse flow founded on an immersion in the languages of 
the region. Therefore, we posit, they potentially infuse international cultural studies 
projects with a spirit of cosmopolitanism, of reciprocity, of mutual learning; of a more 
multi-directional cross-border sociability.  
 
Putting religion back into culture 
 
Another point at which area studies may productively brush up against or, to borrow 
Heryanto’s phrase, be intimate with, cultural studies is the study of Indonesian religions. 
Because of area studies engagement with vernaculars, it has never lost sight of religion 
as a public and private reality of Indonesian lives. After all, about 88 per cent of 
Indonesia’s population of around 240 million self-identifies as Muslim, making its Muslim 
population the largest of any country.  But in classical cultural studies, religion has 
deferred to other modes of subjectivity considered as key constituents of capitalist 
modernity: race, class and gender (Frow 1998). It does not have ‘key concept’ status 
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within cultural studies (Hartley 2011). Cultural Studies scholars have tended to keep a 
distance from the study of Indonesian Islam as a specialised field, acknowledging the 
territorial claims of a lineage of specialists located in area studies, history, anthropology 
and textual studies. A keyword search for ‘Islam’ reveals that Millie’s and Amrullah’s 
articles, included in this issue, are the first essays on Indonesian Islam to be published 
in the International Journal of Cultural Studies.   
 
It is noteworthy that while the foremost cultural studies projects of the Southeast Asian 
region have been resistant to the salience of religion as a category, many Indonesian 
Islamic scholars and activists have responded to cultural studies allure, finding within it 
a range of tools for understanding the social and political meanings of Indonesian Islam. 
Their initiatives have unfolded at a distance from the better known networks of cultural 
studies. Perhaps this distance is a result of the fact that some of these initiatives have 
emanated from within religious structures and spaces, and have reflected critically on 
those structures. Unlike the movements Heryanto documents in his afterword, these 
Islamic cultural studies initiatives do not have a global cultural studies currency. iii  
 
 
The Institute for Islamic and Social Studies, established in 1992, is an example of an 
initiative that, although working from outside the ‘official’ cultural studies space, sought 
to adapt concepts from cultural studies (broadly understood) into approaches to 
Indonesian Islam. This group, known by the acronym LKiS (Lembaga Kajian islam dan 
Sosial), was formed in 1992 by young intellectuals from the traditionalist Muslim 
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movement Nahdlatul Ulama. The movement proposed a self-consciously transformative 
program as a response to two hegemonies: the oppressive Suharto regime, which 
marginalized Islam from political life, and the stagnation in religious thought brought on 
by the monopoly of Indonesia’s clerical elite (Bush 2009). A further motivation was to 
provide a counter-force to sectarianism in Indonesian society; the small ‘i’ in the 
acronym signals the goal of harmonizing inter-religious relations. The LKiS’s 
publications program has produced theorizations of Indonesian realities that support its 
transformative program. An exemplary author during the New Order period was 
Muhammad Hikam, who plotted trajectories for Indonesian development through frames 
adapted from Gramsci, Habermas, Marx and others (e.g. Hikam 1996). But the LKiS 
activities are broader than print-publication alone. A major field of activity is film. LKiS 
runs documentary film-making projects, as well as regular discussions and seminars 
about film.  
Another cultural studies project that reflects the ‘return’ of religion to public discourse, 
but from a different perspective to that displayed by the LKiS, is the Desantara institute 
for Cultural Studies. This is a Jakarta-based NGO that mobilises cultural studies 
methods as solutions to tensions arising between, on the one hand, homogenising 
identities promoted by bureaucratic, academic and religious elites, and on the other, the 
social, cultural ethnic and religious diversity of Indonesian communities. The Institute 
publishes a magazine, Desantara: Religious and Cultural Dialogue, and holds ongoing 
workshops and study programs. A recent Desantara book (Prasetia and Handayani 
2010) displays the institute’s ‘hands-on’ cultural studies praxis: the group’s activists 
collected narrations of recent Indonesian history made by members of marginalised 
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cultural and religious groups, creating a range of ‘revisionist’ histories crafted from the 
periphery.  A representative Desantara intellectual is Ahmad Baso, whose work 
highlights the processes by which cultural, political and religious categories are 
constructed, paying special attention to the implications of these constructions for 
marginal or local identities. Baso is especially optimistic about the post-Suharto reforms. 
Recent Indonesian reforms, he argues, have allowed subjects to speak out and rupture 
the borders and effacements established through authoritarian New Order discourse. 
Baso’s recourse to cultural studies is enthusiastic:  his 2002 work ‘Playing Games with 
Locality’, includes an appendix with short summaries of 22 key cultural studies texts, 
commencing with Bill Ashcroft and concluding with Stephen Vlastos (Baso 2002: 143-
148).  
These critical interventions into Indonesian Islam may be understood in the context of a 
post-secular cultural debate in Indonesia. The main lines of cultural debate no longer 
presume the secular ideal underpinning the genesis and history of cultural studies. The 
selective uses of sources drawn from the cultural studies canon by LKiS and Desantara 
amplify the relevance of religious practice as an object of analysis for cultural studies. 
We believe that these kinds of initiatives can play crucial roles in international cultural 
studies coming to terms with religious practice, religious authority and religious media 
as ever-present facts of capitalist modernity. We also propose that ‘coming to terms 
with’ religion entails a process more complex than simply applying staple cultural 
studies conceptual tools to existing structures and practices. It will also  entail giving 
serious attention to spaces outside the ‘approved’ cultural studies structures, and 
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recognizing the different historical and social realities that motivate the scholarly 
interventions produced within them.  
Overview of the papers 
Making sense of religious media forms an important part of our broader interest in those 
cultural studies tools that can shed new light on contemporary Indonesian media worlds 
– a project to which this issue is devoted. Here, we present a series of micro-studies of 
contemporary Indonesian media worlds, all selected because they highlight dimensions 
of media practices other than their post-authoritarian-ness. In our call for papers, we 
asked participants to consider how particular patterns of authority and modes of 
silencing play out in contemporary Indonesia, and to explore frames for understanding 
those patterns that depart from the conventional one of democratisation.  A common 
thread running through all the articles is their recourse to media theory, thereby linking 
these case studies to developments that manifest on a global scale. Also, in all of the 
papers the determining role of the democratic polity is indeed slightly expressed. Let us 
now turn to a fuller review of the contents. 
Eva Nisa’s article qualifies a view of the internet as an accessible and unregulated 
space for media participation, and the optimistic predictions of its potential as a 
‘democraticising tool’. Nisa spent lengthy periods with members of Indonesia’s cadari 
communities. Although cadar means face-veil, or mask, Indonesians use the word 
cadari to describe Muslim women who wear complete body covering in public, and who 
voluntarily assume limited mobility and other restrictions on their lifestyle. The internet 
provides these women with a form of mediated sociability that does not compromise the 
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seclusion and isolation that is so important for their religious lives. By participating in a 
sociability that protects their invisibility, these women gain a benefit from the internet 
that highlights its value to diverse public and private projects. But these projects do not 
necessarily give satisfaction to those who valourise the world wide web’s potential as an 
open-access, liberating medium. At the same time, some normative stress arises from 
within the movement about internet usage: some cadari women exploit online potentials 
that their sisters see as transgressions on what is permissible.    
Alexandra Crosby's article explores the conversation between the 'local' and the 'global' 
that takes place in the context of environmental activism in post-New Order Indonesia. 
Her study focusses on groupings of anarcho-punk environmentalists in rural Central 
Java and their campaigns to protect forests around the town of Blora from 
environmental pollution. These forms of 'activist' sociality and the political visions they 
yield can be contrasted, Crosby argues, with the conceptualisations of the ideal human-
nature relationship to be found in the groups of the New Order period known as ‘Student 
Nature Lovers’ (Mapala) groups, which were squarely campus-based and therefore 
urban phenomena. In the post New Order period, environmentalism has become more 
rooted in the rural and the 'local'  by strategically employing key images and phrases 
that recall the political struggles of a locally-rooted past. They do so while 
simultaneously drawing in and comparing these local struggles with those elsewhere on 
the globe (as can be seen in the comparison drawn between the Central Javanese 
Samin and the Nicaraguan Sandinista), thereby suggesting a new kind of local-global 
conversation beneath the auspices of Indonesian environmentalism, which can be 
characterised, Crosby avers, as remix. Remix, Crosby skillfully points out, is tactically 
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undertaken, by no means willy-nilly. The activists Crosby discusses position themselves 
and identify their struggle not through reductively forward looking language, but by 
multi-referencing, most notably by way of punning. This enables them to position 
Indonesian environmentalism as part of a complex global matrix while simultaneously 
continuing to wage their very situated struggles. 
Oratory is infrequently considered as a media form, but in a society such as Indonesia, 
where participation in sermons and preaching is a core form of religious participation for 
so many Muslims, its meanings point to key features of the social and political 
landscapes. Julian Millie identifies the ways Islamic progressives connect oratorical 
events with an outdated Islamic subjectivity, producing firm and authoritative distinctions 
about which genres and forms have value against the imperatives of national 
development. Millie raises the question: how should Muslim listeners consider 
themselves to be doing something legitimate and beneficial when their preferred form of 
mediation is stripped of its value for the national project? The answer, in Millie’s reading, 
lies in the traditional/reformist bifurcation that forms such a dominant borderline across 
Indonesia’s Islamic public sphere. The organization that publically advocates on behalf 
of Muslims of Indonesia’s ‘traditionalist’ constituency, Nahdlatul Ulama (NU,  The Rising 
of the Scholars), continues to legitimise media and communication forms in which 
situated embodiments are prominent, validating constructions of individual subjectivity 
that contrast with the universalisms idealised by modernists. Millie argues that NU 
asserts the integrity and value of the listening position that oratory’s critiques so readily 
characterize as ‘passive’.   
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Emma Baulch’s article traces the forces shaping consumer subjectivities mediated by 
pop music. Some of the most powerful forces, she argues, have been myths of class, 
denoted by the terms, kampungan (lower classes) and gedongan (urban middle and 
upper classes). Her study of Kangen Band presents the band‘s rise to fame as a 
watershed event revealing shifts in the meanings of these terms. The masses attaining 
their political rights post-New Order can be implicated in these shifts. But, she argues, 
equally important is the specific character of the deregulated, proliferated media 
environment responsible for circulating pop. New media formats such as private 
television, ring back tones, pirate compact discs and corporatised fandom bring 
possibilities for both rehabilitating and contesting old social myths.  
Ariel Heryanto's afterword serves as an extended bookend to many of the issues 
concerning the cultural studies-area studies conversation raised in this introduction.  In 
fact, our introduction was written after the fact, and is in some ways inspired by and 
responds to some of the points made in Heryanto’s afterword.  Both the introduction and 
the afterword contextualize the case studies included here within ongoing ponderings 
about the future forms that scholarship about the Southeast Asia region is likely to take. 
The main difference between the introduction and the afterword lies in the pieces’ 
presumptions about what constitutes area studies. Our pinpointing of the specific 
contributions and limitations of Indonesian studies and cultural studies in relation to one 
another presumes that Indonesianists will remain important (although not the sole) 
intermediaries in the global circulation of knowledge about Indonesia. In Heryanto’s 
vision, as cultural studies internationalises, the need for area studies institutions as loci 
for authorising knowledge about Southeast Asia will only decrease. He cites the Inter-
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Asia Cultural Studies project as an example of scholarly knowledge about the region 
issuing from the region and circulating globally, thereby challenging the conventional 
authority of area studies institutions. This project, he surmises, may be a window 
through which to view the centre of gravity of a future scholarship of Southeast Asia. 
Final words 
The request made to us by the IJCS editorial team implied a significant critique of area 
studies: that it does not grant sufficient space for the ‘area subject’ to speak for itself. 
According to this critique, cultural studies releases the subject from the agendas and 
anxieties peculiar to the area studies gaze. We acknowledge the value of this request, 
but reply also with a critique of cultural studies: it might free the subject to speak, but 
only in its own language and conceptual repertoire. According to this argument, area 
studies scholars take upon themselves the disorienting and decentring experience of 
immersion in the communication tools and habits of area subjects, a challenge that 
cultural studies scholars are not confronted with. The symmetry arising out of this 
dialogue is arresting, and is not something we can fully come to terms with in this 
project. What is clear, however, is that the two disciplinary worlds are complementary, 
together creating a necessary and productive context for seeking understanding of 
media and their meanings in contemporary Indonesia.  
 
 
Endnotes 
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i We do not suggest that individual analysts have been consistently uncritical of Australian 
foreign policy towards Indonesia. During its emergent period under Heinz Arndt, a period which 
coincided with the New Order period, the ANU‐based Research School of Pacific and Asian 
Studies indeed created analysis and knowledge of Indonesia over an accommodative platform 
that spoke of the need for positive relations at state to state level (see Aspinall 2012). But 
outside the academic establishment, approaches to Indonesia were not so constrained by the 
pragmatics of preserving a harmonious relationship. In the early 1980s, an alternative centre of 
Australian scholarly engagement with Indonesia involved a disparate collection of liberal‐
humanist Indonesianists who came together in their sympathy and support for the Indonesia 
Resources Information Project, and its flagship publication, Inside Indonesia, established in 
1983. The magazine was spearheaded by Australian human rights activists who actively 
supported East Timorese opposition to the Indonesian invasion, yet at the same time, were 
eager to counter prevailing negative stereotypes of Indonesians as inherently militaristic. They 
did so by seeking out those academics who were politically predisposed to criticise the New 
Order regime and sympathise with its opponents, and gave these opponents a voice in the 
magazine, which they could not enjoy in Indonesia due to political repression.  
ii This does not mean that Indonesia‐related research has not produced conceptual 
breakthroughs that have found utility across disciplinary borders. Two obvious examples are 
Benedict Anderson’s (1983) work on nationalism and Clifford Geertz’s (1973) theorisation of the 
role of symbolic systems in the construction of religious and cultural lives. Yet when it comes to 
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knowledges and abstractions derived from Indonesian intellectual settings, we cannot recall 
any that have been recognised as having functional value outside Indonesian studies.  
iii Cultural studies is not the only area of discursive inquiry to exclude religion. It has also been 
absent from most of the significant reflections by Indonesian intellectuals on Indonesian society 
and culture, which have generally privileged the modernising narrative that ‘makes religion an 
archaic remnant which ought by now to have withered away’ (Frow 1998). In other words, 
Indonesian modernisms have also disregarded religious as a category of relevance to 
Indonesian lives.  The first ‘extended attempt by Indonesian nationalist intellectuals to come to 
grips with ‘Indonesia’ as a cultural, as well as political, entity’ was made by the writers and 
intellectuals grouped around the journal Pujangga Baru (‘The New Author’, 1933‐1942) 
(Foulcher 1980:1). One of the journal’s core thinkers, Takdir Alisjahbana (1908‐1994), idealised 
Indonesian modernity as a progression from collective forms of Indonesian pasts to a western‐
inspired individualism (Foulcher 1980: 1‐26). Importantly, religion was an idea that intellectuals 
such as Takdir appeared to consign to this past. The same tendency emerged three decades 
later, when the core polemic of Indonesian culture was framed in cold‐war ideological 
oppositions (this was the Manikebu or ‘Cultural Manifesto’ dispute). At the heart of this dispute 
were questions about the obligations of cultural producers in relation to the struggle of the 
Indonesian people for material and political advancement (Mohamad 1988, Foulcher 1994, 
Heryanto, this volume). Once again, in these debates, religion appeared as a side issue of little 
significance.  
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